Multisite licences

The basic licence provides access to editorial content "from a secure local network consisting of computers connected to each other in a defined physical area and accessible to authorized users only."

It's possible to request an extension of the licence to multiple locations on the following conditions:

**Multi-site online access (within the same town or place as the main office or institute):**
- 2-5 local offices: cost of activation € 5.00 + VAT (per site activated)
- 6-10 local offices: cost of activation € 3.50 + VAT (per site activated)

**Multi-site online access (in towns or places different from that of the main office or institute):**
- 2-5 local offices: 30% discount on the fee for online only formula (per site activated)
- 6-10 local offices: 40% discount on the fee for online only formula (per site activated)